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Introduction
As the result of a vote of the Faculty Senate, an Ad Hoc Committee of faculty, administrators, staff, and students
was assembled to study the procedures for recruiting ALANA undergraduates to the University and to consider ways of
expanding the University's recruitment of ALANA students. Professor Robert Paul Wolff of the W.E.B. Du Bois
Department of Afro-American Studies was appointed Chair of the Committee. The Committee met several times, and
communicated by e-mail.
This report of our findings is in three parts. The first part describes the actual recruitment and admissions
proceduresas they were explained to us by Joseph Marshall [who sat on the Committee] and members of his
Admissions Office staff. The second part presents certain threats to successful ALANA recruitment that present
themselves in the next two admissions cycles, and discusses possible responses to those threats, including actions
already taken or proposed by the administration. The third part contains our conclusions and recommendations.
Part One
Let me begin by sketching the constraints under which the Admissions Office operates each year as it reads
files and makes admissions decisions. Then I will summarize my understanding of the actual procedures the staff of
that Office goes through. One important caveat: A significant proportion of the ALANA students who enter UMass
each year come as transfer students, not as first-semester Freshmen. Our Committee did not investigate the procedures
for the recruitment and admission of transfer students, but clearly this is an aspect of the recruitment procedures worth
pursuing.
1.

Constraints

The Admissions Office does its work within three sets of constraints. First, it is told by the University
Administration how large an in-coming class to aim for. Because only a third of those applicants offered admission
actually enroll at UMass, the Office is forced to make some rather daring and uncertain projections about yield ratios,
as they are called. This year, several factors produced a much higher than expected yield, which in turn has created all
manner of serious problems for the University. But the Office cannot avoid basing its decisions on proje ctions which
are for the most part extrapolations from past experience.
The second set of constraints is the complex system of eligibility requirements mandated by the Board of
Higher Education of the Commonwealth. One of the appended documents sets out these requirements in detail. Ninety
percent of those applicants admitted must meet the BHE requirements.
In making decisions about students who will make up the remaining ten percent of those admitted, the
Admissions Office operates under its third set of constraints - a system put in place on this campus alone, and devised
by this campus, for taking into account a variety of factors not included in the State guidelines. [See the attached
document, which precisely sets forth the procedures to be followed by the Admissions Office.] Among these factors, in
addition to GPA and state residency, are race or ethnicity, income level, evidences of leadership, evidences of having
overcome adversity, and so forth.
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Note that the Admissions Office could, if it were instructed to do so, fill the entering class entirely with
applicants who meet the BHE minimum eligibility requirements. The fact that they do not do so is attributable to a
deliberate decision on the part of the University to use at least some portion of the 10% loophole as a device for
achieving diversity, among other goals.
II.

Procedures

Let me begin with the procedures mandated by the State. To summarize the most important dictates briefly:
Ninety percent of the students UMass admits must take and pass a set of College Preparatory courses in High School in
order to qualify for admission [four years of English, three years of Math, etc.], and in those courses must either have
GPA's of 3.0 or better, or else have a GPA/SAT combination that meets minimal levels along a sliding scale . In effect,
students with lower than 3.0 GPA's may be admitted in this 90% if their SAT scores "make up" for the GPA deficiency.
The Admissions staff is required to convert the data of a student's transcript into a GPA for admissions
purposes, following several rules. The most important of these are that a grade in an Honors Course is to be increased
by half a grade, or .5, and by a full point, or 1.0, in an Advanced Placement course. Thus, a student who earns a C in a
regular College Preparatory course is assigned 2 points in the GPA calculation. The same grade in an Honors course is
assigned 2.5 points, and in an Advanced Placement course 3 points [i.e., the equivalent of an 8.] This rule structurally
and systematically discriminates against students who attend high schools with few Honors or Advanced Placement
courses, and since poor and minority students are disproportionately concentrated in such high schools, this rule
discriminates against poor and minority students. It is not open to the staff of the Admissions Office to change this
practice without authorization from the state Board of Higher Education.
In addition, UMass is permitted to allot no more than one-quarter of its places to students from out of state.
Students meeting these minimum standards are eligible for admission, but they are not guaranteed admission.
Up to ten percent of those admitted may, by State mandate, fail in some way to meet the minimum eligibility
criteria outlined above. In effect, this means that some students can still be offered admission even though they are
missing one or more of the required College Preparatory courses [in practice, the missing courses are almost always in
science, math, or language], or if their GPA's fall below 3.0 and their SAT scores do not compensate for that shortfall
according to the State guidelines.
In evaluating applicants who do not meet BHE mandates, the Office operates under guidelines laid down on
this campus. The Admissions staff converts the various factors that the campus has decided to take into account into a
10-point numerical scale . The Admissions Office then offers admission to students who have been thus evaluated,
starting at the top [i.e., 10 points or close to], and working down the list until, by their estimate, they have admitted
enough students in all to yield an entering class of the size dictated by the University Administration. In last year's
admissions cycle, I am told by the Admissions Staff, the cut-off point was roughly 5.7 points. For example, a student
with a 2.8 GPA would receive [according to the conversion table included in the attachments to this report] 4.7 points.
If that student is a Latina Massachusetts Resident, she would receive an additional 1 point [.5 for each fact], and have a
total of 5.7 points, which would just barely earn her admission. Another student with a 2.7 GPA would receive 4.2
points, and if he was an African-American Massachusetts resident who had demonstrated leadership, he would receive
an additional 1.25 points for those facts for a total of 5.45, not enough to gain admission.
Obviously, the Staff is required to make a series of judgment calls about evidences of leadership, or the
overcoming of adversity, but it is not in their discretion to change the points allotted to these various aspects of the
applicant.
With regard to students who are missing one of the required College Preparatory courses, UMass has for many
years now had several programs in place, run by the minority support offices [CCEBMS, BCP, UALRC], that make it
possible for some students to enter under a contract which requires them to make up the missing course. Some students
are also offered the opportunity to take courses in their first semester through Continuing Education, thereby making
themselves eligible for Spring admission without losing any time.
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The Admissions Office also has the practice of allowing members of the staff to advocate for an applicant who
is, for some reason, an attractive candidate even though he or she does not meet any of the standards and measures
described above. In addition to promising athletes, applicants with particular musical skills, and other special
characteristics, a number of ALANA applicants win admission through the advocacy process because the Admissions
staff sees something in the applicant's folder that persuades them that the applicant will be a valuable member of the
university community.
Part Two. Problems
The present Freshman class is five hundred or so students larger than the administration sought and planned for.
There seem to be three or four reasons for this under-projection, most of which, oddly enough, actually redound to the
University's credit. First, and perhaps most important, the Financial Aid Office sent out its aid offers to admitted
students much earlier than in past years, and there is good anecdotal evidence that the financial aid plays a large role in
the decisions of those admitted as to whether they will choose to enroll here. Second, the Admissions Office sent its
acceptances out earlier than in the past. Third, the efforts of the central office to improve the public impression of
UMass seem to be having some effect. And finally, of course, the economic downturn has made UMass a bargain for
families who might, in better times, have chosen to send their children to private colleges and universities.
But the unexpectedly large Freshman class has placed unacceptable burdens on the campus, which the
administration cannot afford to see reproduced next year. As a consequence, the Admissions Office plans to admit as
many as two thousand fewer students in the current admissions cycle . Marilyn Blaustein of the Office of Institutional
Research has made some statistical projections based on this year's experience [which, she reminds us, may not be an
entirely reliable guide to next year's process], and has found that a cut of that magnitude in the cadre of admitted
students will almost certainly have a disproportionate impact on ALANA recruitment. The reason for this is that
ALANA students are disproportionately grouped near the bottom of both categories of students who are offered
admission - those who meet all of the BHE minimum standards and those who do not but are attractive candidates. She
estimates that offering admission to 12,170 applicants next year, as compared with 13,500 this year, would result in a
two percent decline in the ALANA representation in the in-coming class, from 18% to 16%. [See Appendix]
The second threat to ALANA enrolment, expected to take effect in next year's admission cycle, not this year's,
is the state-mandated Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System, or MCAS. No one now knows what impact
the MCAS will have on recruitment and admissions in general and on ALANA recruitment in particular, but there is
widespread apprehension.
The Committee decided to focus on the immediate problem of the projected decline in this year's recruitment of
ALANA students, and to set aside what is inevitably speculation about the effect of MCAS in future years. We
considered three adjustments to the present admissions practices that might diminish or reverse the anticipated decline
in ALANA recruitment.
The first adjustment proposed was a revision of the 10-point ranking system for evaluating students in the
second category of applicants. For example, more weight could be given to racial or ethnic category, and slightly less to
GPA. Since this is a campus system, neither mandated by nor forbidden by the BHE, it is within our control. Joseph
Marshall advised strongly against this proposed adjustment on the ground that it would have to be run past the
University's lawyers, and perhaps even by the President's office, and was likely to engender considerable controversy.
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The second adjustment proposed consisted of calculating the GPA's of applicants without making the
adjustments for honors or advanced placement coursework mandated by the BHE. It was thought that the BHE only
required that each campus calculate what the revised GPA would be, not that it actually base its admissions decisions
on that recalculation. However, that turns out to be an overly optimistic reading of the BHE guidelines, and the
Committee decided that we are not in fact permitted to adopt that tactic.
The last adjustment proposed was to reduce the proportion of out-of-state students in the in-coming class.
Since ALANA applicants are disproportionately represented in the in-state pool, this could be expected to have the
effect of increasing the proportion of ALANA students in the class. Marilyn Blaustein ran several computer projections
of the results of reducing the out-of-state component of the class first from 25% to 19%, and then from 25% to 16%.
Her calculations suggest that with a class of 3,600 containing only 16% from out-of-state, we could expect the
proportion of ALANA students to be unchanged from this year. [The absolute numbers would of course decline,
inasmuch as the class as a whole will be 500 fewer.]
On October 17, 2001 the Committee met to discuss the alternatives, with John Cunningham, Bryan Harvey,
and Marilyn Blaustein in attendance. These three have been actively involved with Joseph Marshall and others in
attempting to craft a manageable admissions strategy that will compensate for the anticipated shortfall in ALANA
students next year. They made it clear that the administration is prepared to move ahead with a cut in out-of-state
students to 16% of the in-coming class. The financial implications of such a strategy are complex, with off-setting
consequences. On the one hand, the university would lose the higher fees paid by out-of-state students [and the state
would lose the higher tuition, which, however, does not remain on our campus.] On the other hand, out-of-state
students have heavier financial aid needs, precisely because they pay much higher tuition and somewhat higher fees.
All in all, the judgment of the representatives of the administration was that the cost, if there were one, would be
manageable.
We anticipate, therefore, that the ALANA component of the class now being selected by the Admissions Office
will not be significantly smaller than that component in this year's Freshman class, despite the sharp drop in applicants
being offered admission. It is worth noting, however, that despite the best efforts of the Admissions Office and the
administration, these projections may in some way prove faulty. But so long as our yield from the pool of admitted
applicants hovers in the range of 30%, such failures of prediction are inevitable and unavoidable.
Part Three: Recommendations
1.

The Committee recommends that the administration continue to adjust its admissions procedures and targets to
maintain the present level of ALANA participation in each entering class. We recommend as well that the
Admissions Office continue its present policy of aggressively recruiting at Massachusetts high schools with
high ALANA representation, in an effort to recruit and enroll as many strong ALANA high school graduates
as possible.

2.

Although it is not a part of our charge as a Committee, we believe strongly that retention of those ALANA
students who are successfully recruited is the best way to maintain a strong ALANA presence in the
undergraduate body, particularly as we move into the period when the MCAS goes into full effect. We request
that the Faculty Senate amend our charge in order to authorize us to look into possible mechanisms for
improving retention and graduation rates.

Finally, I should mention that on Tuesday, December 4, 2001, I shall be meeting with the Provost to brief her
on this report and to discuss with her the subject of retention. Despite the severe budgetary crisis that now faces the
University, it is important for us at least to begin this conversation, so that when it again becomes possible to consider
instituting new programs and strategies, we are well along in the process of thinking through the best ways to guarantee
that our ALANA students stay in school, do well, and graduate with good academic records.
4
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MOVED:
12-02

That the Faculty Senate adopt the recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee on Admissions
Practices and Minority Recruitment, as follows:
(1)
The Faculty Senate recommends that the administration continue to adjust its admissions
procedures and targets to maintain the present level of ALANA participation in each entering
class, and that the Admissions Office continues its present policy of aggressively recruiting at
Massachusetts high schools with high ALANA representation, in an effort to recruit and enroll as
many strong ALANA high school graduates as possible.
(2)
That the charge to the Committee be amended to the following (amendment is shaded):
"1. Charge: To review current undergraduate admissions and minority recruitment practices and
procedures of the University of Massachusetts Amherst with particular concern for identifying
strategies for promoting campus diversity through yield enhancement, and to make a progress
report or final report, with recommendations, to the Faculty Senate for deliberation early in the
Fall 200 1 semester.
In addition, the Committee is charged to investigate possible mechanisms for improving
retention and graduation rates and to make a progress report or final report to the Faculty
Senate by the end of the Fall 2002 semester.”
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Impact of Reducing Fall 2002 Entering Class Size to 3,600
Fall 2001 versus Fall 2002 Scenarios

No. In Entering Class
Acceptances
Accept %
In-State
Out-of-State
In-State %
No. ALANA
ALANA %
Yield
In-State
Out-of-State

Fall 2001
4,200
13,500
72%
76%
67%
75%
715
18%
31%
38%
20%

Scenario 1
3,600
12,170
65%
68%
62%
75%
550
16%
30%
36%
19%

Fall 2002
Scenario 2
3,600
11,780
63%
72%
50%
81%
590
17%
31%
37%
18%

Scenario 3
3,600
11,200
60%
73%
41%
84%
615
18%
31%
37%
18%

Scenario 1: Reduce entering class size to 3,600 with no change in admissions procedures.
Scenario 2: Reduce entering class size to 3,600 and decrease in out-of-state students to 19%.
Scenario 3: Reduce entering class size to 3,600 and decrease in out-of-state students to 16%
Note. All scenarios assume no change in applicant pool and same yields as fall 2001.

Fall 02..xls

University of Massachusetts Amherst • Office of Institutional Research (OIR). • 10/15/01
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University of Massachusetts Amherst
Selected Admissions and Enrollment Statistics
Fall 1995 - Fall 2001 (preliminary)
Fall 1995

Fall 1996

Fall 1997

Fall 1998

Fall 1999

Fall 2000

Preliminary
Fall 2001

Admissions
First-Year
Applications

17,562

17,705

18,006

17,691

19,915

19,499

18,638

Acceptances

13,780
3,861

13,164
3,985

13,146
3,737

13,175
3,866

13,727
4,060

13,126
3,731

13,516
4,193

Accept Rate

78%

74%

73%

74%

69%

67%

73%

Yield

28%

30%

28%

29%

30%

28%

31%

ALANA %†

17%

21%

21%

19%

17%

17%

18.3%

In-State %

67%

71%

69%

71%

76%

74%

75%

Female %

50%

49%

53%

52%

54%

56%

55%

Combined SAT

1095

1098

1108

1124

1133

1127

1117

34

33

29

27

26

25

27

2.82

2.85

3.09

3.16

3.26

3.33

3.35

3,207
2,236
1,312
70%
59%

2,823
1.926
1,182
68%
61%

2,545
1,794
1,123
70%
63%

2,632
1,877
1,199
71%
63%

3,079
1,984
1,192
64%
59%

3,218
1,876
1,210
58%
64%

18,021

18,341

18,113

17,788

18,470

18,214

Enrollments

High School Rank**
High School GPA***

Transfer
Applications
Acceptances
Enrollments
Accept Rate
Yield
Undergraduate Enrollment

† ALANA percent based on percent of U.S. citizens reporting.
** High School Rank is a percentile scale with 0 representing the top of a class and 99 the bottom.
*** Effective Fall 1997, a weighted High School GPA is used which assigns greater weight to honors and advanced
placement courses and is therefore not comparable to previous years.
Note. Estimates based on activity as of September 12, 2001.

F01 Admissions

University of Massachusetts Amherst • Office of Institutional Research (OIR). • 9/12/01

3,132
1,928
1.112
62%
61%
18,30018,400
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BOARD OF HIGHER EDUCATION

REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION

COMMITTEE:

ACADEMIC AND CAMPUS AFFAIRS
BOARD DATE:

NO.: ACA 99-01
September 16, 1998

The Board of Higher Education recommends the following admission
standards for implementation by the state colleges and University:

MOVED:
•

Raise the minimum grade point average (for students to be admitted without
consideration of SAT or ACT scores) for first time freshmen at the state
colleges to 2.9 by Fall 2000 and to 3.0 by Fall 2001;

•

Admit no student with a grade point average below 2.0;

•

Reconfigure the sliding scale index (used by students with GPA's between 2.0
and the minimum) to set higher minimum acceptable SAT scores (attachment
A);

•

Students who score lower than 450 on the SAT-Verbal must demonstrate, prior to
admission, sufficient reading proficiency to succeed at college-level work;

•

Require increased aggregate SAT scores for freshmen at each campus
(attachment B);

•

The Board of Higher Education authorizes and directs the Chancellor to take all
necessary and appropriate steps to ensure implementation of these standards and,
further, directs the Chancellor to report annually to the Board on the status of
implementation.
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The Massachusetts Board of Higher Education
- Continuous Improvement in Admissions Standards The Board of Higher Education has adopted a strategy of continuous improvement in the
performance of the Massachusetts public higher education system. In keeping with this strategy, the
Board periodically revises existing policies to improve their impact on institutional, segmental, and
student performance. The following revised admissions standards are proposed to ensure that the
Massachusetts state colleges and University continue to aim at admitting better prepared students:
•

Raise GPAs. For the state colleges, raise the minimum grade point average for first time
freshmen to 2.9 by Fall 2000 and to 3.0 by Fall 2001. No state college or University campus will
admit applicants with a GPA below 2.0.

•

Aggregate SATs. Require each state college to achieve an average freshman SAT combined
score of at least 1017 by Fall 2000 and at least 1025 by Fall 2001. The University will follow
more aggressive targets drawn from the University Performance Measurement System with a
four campus goal of 1110 by Fall 2000 and 1125 by Fall 2001. For both the University and the
state colleges, the aggregate SAT will be calculated based on SAT scores submitted by all
freshmen, including Category 1 and Category 4 freshmen, and excluding non-traditional and
transfer students.

•

Rely on institutional profiles rather than minimum cutoff scores for individual students.
The average SAT score in Massachusetts and in the nation is 1016. SAT goals for institutions are
proposed to demonstrate that Massachusetts state colleges are continuously improving and that
the University distinguishes itself in this important performance indicator. The use of
institutional profiles avoids problems that attend the use of the SAT as an individual cutoff score.
We know that a student could score poorly on a bad day and do well on the next; even the best
institutions do not set rigid minimums. The College Board also admits that SAT scores are not
precise measures and that a student's true score could vary by as many as 60 points in either
direction. The College Board strongly recommends that institutions avoid the practice of setting
minimum cutoff scores for individuals based solely on the SAT.

•

Sliding Scale . Reconfigure the sliding scale index to set higher minimum acceptable SAT
scores. Set a higher sliding scale index floor and ceiling for the University. See attached tables
for proposed increases in these standards.

•

Special Admissions . The cap on special admissions is 12% in Fall 1998 and will be lowered
to 10% effective Fall 1999 and thereafter.

M.G.L. Ch. 15A, Sections 9c and 9h provide authority for this action.
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Attachment A
Sliding Scale for Freshman Applicants to State College Campuses

GPA

State College
SAT Must Equal or Exceed
Current

F’ 2000

F’ 2001

2.51-2.99
890
910
920
2.41-2.50
930
950
960
2.31-2.40
970
990
1000
2.21-2.30
1010
1030
1040
2.11-2.20
1050
1070
1080
2.00-2.10
1090
1110
1120
No student with a GPA below 2.00 may be admitted to a
state college campus.

Sliding Scale for Freshman Applicants to University Campuses
GPA

University
SAT Must Equal or Exceed
Current

F’ 2000

F’ 2001

2.51-2.99
890
940
950
2.41-2.50
930
980
990
2.31-2.40
970
1020
1030
2.21-2.30
1010
1060
1070
2.11-2.20
1050
1100
1110
2.00-2.10
1090
1140
1150
No student with a GPA below 2.00 may be admitted to a
Unversity campus.

--
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Attachment B
Segmental SAT Scores

- Freshman Class*

F'1997
State Colleges
University

F'2000

F'2001

978

1017

1025

1090

1110

1125

Institutional SAT Scores - Freshman Class*- State Colleges
F'1997

F'2000 F'2001

Bridgewater State College

989

1017

1025

Fitchburg State College

976

1017

1025

Framingham State College

979

1017

1025

1082

1085

1085

Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts

986

1017

1025

Massachusetts Maritime Academy

998

1017

1025

Salem State College

925

1017

1025

Westfield State College

998

1017

1025

Worcester State College

959

1017

1025

978

1017

1025

Massachusetts College of Art

Total

Institutional SAT Scores

- Freshman Class*- University
F'1997

F'2000

F' 2001

University of Massachusetts Amherst

1122

1140

1160

University of Massachusetts Boston

1013

1020

1030

University of Massachusetts Dartmouth

1021

1035

1050

University of Massachusetts Lowell

1051

1080

1100

1090

1110

1125

Total

"Aggregate SAT will be calculated based on SAT scores submitted by all freshmen, including Category 1
(met all requirements) and Category 4 freshmen (special admits), and excluding non-traditional and transfer
students.
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REVISED ADMISSIONS PROCEDURES
AT THE UNIVERSITYOF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

For much of the past year, the University of Massachusetts at Amherst has been working to
develop new admissions practices for the fall, 2000 cycle . This work included consideration of the
many philosophical and legal issues surrounding the role of race and ethnicity in the admissions
process, but also incorporated other factors shaping our approach to admissions. During most of the
past decade UMass Amherst has become an increasingly selective institution. Last year, only about
two-thirds of applicants were offered admission, and a careful review of all admissions criteria seemed
timely. In addition, ongoing research into student performance has improved our understanding of the
relationship between admissions criteria and student performance, and these insights were incorporated
into the review.
During this review we examined our own practices and policies, studied the available research on the
subject, considered the experience and plans of other institutions across the country, and drew heavily on
the advice and feedback of the Admissions Task Force appointed last spring. While we found no
consensus on many of the key issues, we did attempt to find a reasonable balance among competing
interests. With all this in mind, we developed an approach to admissions with the following goals:
•

Emphasize student success. Our mission is to make university-level study available to
applicants—regardless of background or means—who have the potential to meet the challenges
presented by a demanding curriculum and a world-class faculty. The admissions process must
therefore begin with factors relating to student success. Our own extensive research into patterns of
student attrition and retention, confirmed by new work undertaken by the Educational Testing
Service, clearly indicate that the weighted high school grade point average (GPA) is a very strong—
and by far the strongest—indicator of an applicant's future success at the University. The Scholastic
Assessment Test (SAT) yields results that tend to be generally consistent with GPA, but the SAT
alone is a much weaker indicator. We therefore sought to shift emphasis away from the SAT and
towards GPA, although both would continue to play a role.

•

Recognize students' full potential. At UMass Amherst and elsewhere, even GPA and SAT
combined tell only part of the story. A substantial part of the variation in students' actual
performance in college cannot be explained by these measures. Admissions procedures that rely on
narrowly constructed measures of cognitive achievement often fail to assess students' full potential
for success in college and beyond. Common sense and extensive research tell us that other, "noncognitive" factors are also important. These include such things as demonstrated leadership ability,
success in overcoming particularly difficult challenges in one's life, and evidence of growing
maturity as revealed in a positive pattern of achievement in high school. These are the kinds of
considerations that might appropriately "tip the balance" when making an admissions decision, and
we therefore wanted to ensure that they would be an explicit part of the admissions process.

•

Maintain a diverse campus . Students learn when they are challenged. Our job as educators is to
provide an environment conducive to learning, in and out of the classroom. Such an environment
requires, among other things, the opportunity for students to engage faculty and fellow students with
different intellectual roots, different approaches to learning, and different experiences and stories.
This view underpins our historic and ongoing commitment to diversity in the admissions process.
Diversity can take several forms. For example, it can refer to the perspectives gained through
experience. Young people who have overcome particularly challenging circumstances bring a
qualitatively different perspective to their studies, and provide other students with a richer
experience. Diversity can also refer to the differing life experiences students of differing
backgrounds can bring to the campus. Students who are the first in their families to attend college,
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for example, help to refresh the entire learning enterprise. Similarly, the environment for learning
is strengthened when it reflects the racial and ethnic diversity of the society from which our
students are drawn and to which they will return. With respect to most factors affecting diversity,
colleges and universities have wide discretion in how they make admissions decisions. With
respect to race and ethnicity, however, institutions operate in a sharply constrained—and shifting—
legal environment. Our goal was to maintain the greatest possible legally permissible reference to
racial and ethnic diversity, taking as our legal bedrock the 1978 Supreme Court decision in the
Bakke case.
•

Serve the state. UMass has long accepted some students from other states and countries (with
no taxpayer subsidy of their tuition), recognizing that this, too, is an important way to contribute
to the diversity of the campus. But we are first and foremost the state university of
Massachusetts, and our first priority is to provide opportunity to the sons and daughters of the
Commonwealth. We therefore sought an admissions process that would ensure appropriate
preference to residents of Massachusetts.

•

Conform with statewide policy. The University operates within a statewide admissions policy
established by the Board of Higher Education (BHE). We sought to ensure that our new
approach to admissions would remain consistent with the BHE requirements, both by
incorporating the BHE's minimum requirements (which the new UMass Amherst process would
continue to exceed) and by utilizing the BHE's methodology for calculating weighted high
school grade point average (GPA).

MAJOR CHANGES
Taken together, these considerations led to a comprehensive reworking of the campus's admissions
process. Major changes include:
•

The previous system of "admissions rating" categories has been discontinued. Applications will now
be reviewed within a sliding scale of weighted high school grade point average (GPA) and mean
combined Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT) score.

•

Students with sufficiently high GPAs and SAT scores will be offered admission, assuming their
applications are complete and internally consistent.

•

Students in the next tier will have their applicatio ns evaluated according to a ten-point scale, with
three quarters of the maximum possible points based on GPA, 10% based on different forms of
diversity; 10% based on non-cognitive forms of student achievement; and 5% based on
Massachusetts residency.

•

Once evaluated, applications in this tier will be rank ordered, and offers of admission will be made
from the top until the University achieves its target for the entering class.

As with any new process, we view this new approach to admissions as a work in progress. It will
be carefully evaluated over time, and we will continue to consult with the University system office and
Trustees, the Admissions Task Force, the Faculty and Student Senates, and other individuals and
groups to determine how it might be improved for subsequent cycles.
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Factor
Weighted High School
Grade Point Average (GPA)

Diversity

Maximum
Possible
Points
7.5

1.0

Comments
Conversion Scale
GPA
Points
2.3
2.3
2.4
2.8
2.5
3.2
2.6
3.7
2.7
4.2
2.8
4.7
2.9
5.1
3.0
5.6
3.1
6.1
3.2
6.6
3.3
7.0
3.4
7.5
0.5 points if one or more of the following:
· International student
· Attended low SES high school
· Veteran
· First generation college
· Racial/ethnic minority

.
,

0.5 points possible if judged to have overcome
significant adversity relevant to higher education.
Residency

Achievement

0.5

1.0

Awarded to all applicants satisfying criteria for
Massachusetts residency for purposes of tuition
classification.
0.5 points possible for academic honors and
achievements.
0.25 points possible for pattern of achievement.
0.25 points possible for demonstrated leadership.

Total Possible Points

10.0

